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Reed,Dubord,Dolloff Reply
By BARRY MILLS
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Explosion Rocks
No. Estabrooke
"A person can break a rule 99
:imes out of a hundred and get away
with it ... but he better watch well
:hat hundredth time."
The freshman coeds of North
Estabrooke had this well-worn
aphorism vividly illustrated to them
last week. Neglect of an elemental
rule, "Do not drop tin cans down
the incinerator chutes," very nearly
resulted in tragedy last Monday.
Some one, or a number of Estabrooke coeds did break the rule and
did drop tin cans (aerosol hairspray cans) down the chute. Doubtless they have been doing this for
a long time with out any harmful
effects. There is a rule, though,
against such a practice and usually
rules are not made without a purpose.

in order to avoid the heat of the
incinerator. Had he been in line
with the door things might have
been different. A single window
was in line with the door across
the room; it was totally demolished, glass, frame, and screen

The purpose behind this rule
was to protect the janitors from explosions resulting from tin containers. "The explosion force of one
such can after being superheated in giving mute testimony to what
the furnace," said one campus offi- might base happened to the janicer. "is roughly equal to a single tor.
The unhappy coincidence of a
stick of dynamite."
janitor opening the incinerator at
Estabrooke janitor, Clifford Du- the
exact moment that one of the
plessis, first felt the "explosive" aerosol
containers exploded was defieffects of the aerosol cans. While nitely
an
dumping paper into the incinerator Howeve improbable and rare event.
r, it did happen once and
last Monday morning Duplessis was could
just as easily occur again.
startled by an explosion that burst Next
time possibly, the janitor will
through the furnace's open door.
not to be so fortunate as to be standMiraculously Duplessis was ing to one side of the open
incinerastanding to one side of the door tor door.

GREEK WEEKEND CALENDAR
APRIL 27 - 29
Friday, April 27
Greek Ball, Memorial Gym.
Featuring Don Sylvia and His
Orchestra, 9 to 1 a.m.
Saturday, April 28
IFC Discussion Groups, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.

Greek Games, 1 to 3 p.m.
Jazz Concert, Memorial Gym,
Featuring George Shearing and
His Quintet and also The
Tarriers, 7 to 9 p.m.
Sunday, April 29
Panhellenic Sing, Memorial Gym,
2 to 4 p.m.

The Maine Campus recently finished its survey of the gubernatorial
candidates. With the drop-out of
Edward Hutchinson as a Republican
candidate, Governor John Reed
stands unopened for the Republican
nomination. Maynard C. Dolloff of
Augusta and Richard Dubord are
competing for the Democratic bid.
The following is a summary of the
three candidates' answers to the
Campus questionnaire.
I. Do you favor increased state
revenue?
All three men felt that increases
in state revenue must coincide with
the cost of government. If the state
must increase expenditures to meet
growing costs of present and additional state services then more revenue must be raised.
a. Do you think we need a
larger tax base?
Governor Reed said. -Since Maine
is a sales tax state it should look for
new revenues from the sales tax."
Dubord said, "I believe we will need
a larger tax base before many years
have passed." Dolloff's answer was,
-If you mean a broadened tax base
with reference to the very heavy
load being borne by the municipal
property tax, yes."
b. How do you feel about a
state income tax?
Governor Reed said that he feels
that Maine people do not want this
type of tax. Dubord and Dolloff both
think that an income tax will be
needed eventually, but first the state
should take full advantage of the
sales tax.
c. How do you feel about a
state corporation tax?
Neither Reed nor Dubord favor
a state corporation tax. Dolloff mentioned that the day may come when
a gradual, low-rate corporate tax
will be needed although he does not
favor it now.
d. How do you feel about a
state lottery?

The candidates left no uoubt that
they opposed a state lottery.
r. How do you feel about reduction of the sales tax on hotel
and motel lodging?
Dubord said that "consideration"
could be given this proposal because
of the effect it has had on resort
areas with long term guests. Also,
he mentioned that this tax has not
produced anticipated revenues. Reed
and Dolloff said that the issue is
retention or elimination. Reed favored retention and Dolloff said that
if it is kept, then the rates should be
consistent with the general sales tax
level.
2. Are we making the best use
of the Department of Economic
Development?
Reed said, "The area of economic
development is one where it is difficult to recognize immediate tangible
results...." Dubord said, "No, particularly in the recreational field."
Dolloff answered with a simple
"No!"

expenditures would "necessarily be
influenced by available revenues and
the comparison of other state needs."
5. Do you favor raising the
minimum salaries for teachers in
the public schools?
Each of the candidates said that
teachers' salaries must grow. Dubord, however, said "present decisions should be left to local negotiations until a clear need for further
state action is demonstrated."
6. Do you favor a "right-towork" law?
The three men opposed a "rightto-work" law. Reed said, "One of
this state"s greatest economic assets
has been the excellent relationships
enjoyed by Maine's labor force and
management over the years."
7. What were the good and bad
points about the 100th Legislature?
Both Dubord and Dolloff mentioned a -lack of decisive leadership." Dubord mentioned, among
other things, the "wide divergence
3. How do you feel about fed- cn views on legislative goals among
the majority party." Dolloff meneral aid to schools?
All three men favored public aid tioned the refusal to vote enough
to schools. Reed and Dolloff men- money to enlarge our state park
tioned that there must be no "strings system. Reed listed a great number
attached." Dollar also added that of accomplishments, among them
the grants must be "proportioned to was the district courts bill and eduthe fifty states' wealth and effort." cational television.
8. How do you feel about edu4. Are we making the best use cationa
l television?
of the University's potential?
All three candidates favored it.
All three men thought that the
9. What specific proposals do
University was doing well with the you
have in mind for the 101st
resources at it's disposal.
Legislature?
a. Do you favor further UniReed said that he would have
versity expansion?
specific
All three men thought that the needs recommendations when the
and continuation of his 1961
University must continue to grow.
program have been considered. Dub. Do you favor increased sal- bord
preferred to wait until his camaries for the faculty?
paign got into full swing. Dolloff
The three candidates said that said his
campaign would discuss,
University salaries must be raised. among
other things, abolition of the
Dolloff said that Maine should at council,
least "match the average salaries strengt constitutional reform to
hen the position of the goverpaid by New England land-grant nor,
departmental terms coinciding
colleges, which is not being done with those
of governor, and expannow." Dubord said that increased sion of
the state park system.

Maine Day Midway Nears
The annual day of suspended the new Campus Mayor. Follow
ing
classes, campus clean-up, activi- the voting will be a free
dance.
ties, and fun arrives Wednesday, sponsored by the French Club,
in
May 2, with Maine Day Midway. the Memorial Gym. Refres
hments
The Maine Day tradition was orig- will be sold.
inated twenty-seven years ago by
Wednesday morning at 6:30, the
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, President ROTC Band will parade around
the
Emeritus.
campus and wake everyone up.
Maine Day festivities will begin From 7 to 8 a.m. an outdoor breakTuesday night at 7 p.m. with the fast will be served in the parking
Mayoralty speeches from the library lot next to Stodder Hall.
steps. These will be given in the
At 8:15 the new Mayor will be
gym in case of inclement weather. announced on the library steps.
From the library students will pro- From there students and
faculty
ceed to the Field House to vote for members will go to their
respec-

These six Seniors have been nominated for the Senior Watch Award presented annually by the Alumni Association of Washington, D. C., to the male
member of the graduating class who has done the most for the University. The
six were nominated by a committee composed of three seniors, three juniors,

tive project leaders, who will be
stationed on the Mall. Work then
begins on the projects and lasts
until 12:00.
The Maine Day Midway will be
held from 12:30 to 3:00 in the
area between the Field House and
the baseball diamond. The Maine
Day Committee is sponsoring a
raffle booth which will hold rallies
approximately every half hour.
Prizes include theater tickets and
pizzas. So far, there are twentythree booths in the Midway. One
(continued on page four)

and two sophomores. The award will be made after a
Senior Class. The nominees are Skip Chappelle, Phil secret ballot vote by the
McCarthy, Tom Patrick,
Cedric "Reggie" Minkin, Al Hagan. and Sandy Fraser
.
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Play Features Lavish Dress
By LEROY CLARK
The Inspector General, Gogol's
riotous Russian comedy being produced by the Maine Masque Theatre. will feature one of the most
elaborately dressed casts in the
Maine Masque history.
Set in the corrupt but glorious
days of splendor and high fashion
under the Tsar, The Inspector General emerges not only as a satire
on crooked government officials but
also on everything which bureaucracy stood for in Russia during the
1830's. One of the most indulged in
pastimes of the bureaucrats was the
pursuit of the latest styles in
clothes—styles that were lavish, outlandish, and often ridiculous.

Inspector General will run for four
evening performances from Wednesday, May 9, to Saturday, May 12,
with a special matinee Saturday afternoon at 2:00.
Ticke‘s arc now on sale at 310
Stevens Hall.

University Will Palish
'Lincoln The Writer'
On April 25 the University of
Maine will publish Lincoln the
Writer written by Herbert J. Edwards and John E. Hankins. The
book will sell for $1.00 and may
be purchased at the University Library.

In The Inspector General the costumes which will be worn are typical of this rich and elaborate period. Enos Gaudet, who designed the
costumes, has done a great deal of
research to lend authenticity to the
lavish production, and yards and
yards of bright colorful silks, taffetas, and cottons have been purchased
to make the costumes. Joyce Higgins is the costume mistress in
charge of making them.
Directed by E. A. Cyrus, The

Contestants Win
Speech Prizes
Seven contestants participated in
the John M. Oak Scholarship Prize
Contest in Public Speaking on
Wednesday, April 13, in the Lown
Room of the Union. Muriel J.
Castillo, with her speech, "Federal
Aid to Education," won first prize
of $50. The second prize of $30
was awarded to Stuart Rich for his
speech, "Shall Boxing Be Made Illegal?" June Grady received third
prize of $20 for "A Closer Look
at Parole."
The judges were Mrs. Thelma
Berry, Associate Prof. of Clothing,
Mr. Ben Chapman. Assistant Prof.
of Mechanical Engineering, and Mr.
George Manlove, Assistant Prof. of
English.

Students Represent Schools
In Speech Festiva! Contest
One-hundred and sixty-three students, representing 37 high schools
and academies, participated in the
annual Maine Speech Festival held
at the University on April 21. All
the speakers were rated as excellent, good, and fair.
Those students receiving certificates and medals for ratings of superior were: Informative speaking,
Harry Burrell of John Bapst, and
Nancy Littlefield, of Old Town High
School; Discussion, William Sleeper
of Orono High School, and Reginald
Merrill of Brewer High School: Original oratory, Sandra Dow of Cony
School;
High
Extemporaneous
speaking, Susan Meyer of Orono
High School; Poetry reading, Mar-

got Bridges of Brewer High School,
Wilbur Gardner of Machias Memorial High School, and Robert
Ellis of Skowhegan High School;
Prose reading, James Regan of John
Bapst, and Bernard Sterlin of Fort
Kent Community High School;
Drama reading, Nancy Johnson of
Cony High School, Janet Nadeau of
Community High School, Penelope
Sterling of Ellsworth High School,
and Margaret Clark of Old Town
Hiatt School.
Mrs. Carol Mower was director
of the speech festival and assistant
director was Prof. Arlin Cook. Students assisting were Valerie Beck,
Joyce Higgins, Diane Ingalls and
Sandra Murphy.
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HOLMAN'S TEXACO
Stillwater Corner

All types of mechanical
work—guaranteed
and insured.
Starting and Towing
Service & Accessories
Weekdays 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Holidays & Sundays
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classified often. 75* for 25 words;
5* thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
House for Sale-5 Bedrooms.
Study, Livingroom. Dining room.
Kitchen, Single Garage. If interested call 866-3332 evenings 7-9.
Repair—radio, hi-fl, tape recorders. Reasonable rates. Free pickup and delivery. 866-2878.
Teacher desires to rent or sublet
furnished apartment or house in
Orono for July 1 to August 17.
Write: Daniel Flanagan, 320
Brown's Road. Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, New York.
For Sale — Swiss-made Alpha
watch, gold case, 17 jewels, incabloc. antimagnetic. Alphaflex,
sweep-hand type; like new. Jeweler's guarantee. $25 or best offer.
Call 866-2577 after 6:00 p.m.
Students. Earn money on campus, No Investment. selling Tennis Sweaters etc. Write: J. Abrams, Box 454, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
For Sale—Winchester model 94,
32 special, lever action rifle. In
perfect condition with box of
cartridges. Art Newman, TEP
House, 866-2419.
House Trailer For Sale-1957
Nashua 45 ft. 2 Bedroom, Completely Furnished—Like New,
Available in June. Call 8663562 after 5:00 p.m.
For Sale: 1958 Richardson Trailer-45 ft. 2 Bedrooms, washer,
TV. Excellent condition. In Spacious Pine Haven, Lot No. 13.
1.5 miles from University. Very
reasonable. Ray Berule.
For Sale—Pontiac House Trailer-35 ft., 2 bedroom. New
washer and dryer, built in TV,
wall to wall carpet, 8 x 10 shed.
study desk, and many other extras. John Black, Wadleigh
Trailer Park-827-3279.
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Mikki Pellettieri, a Year Book Beauty, has her mind on
Psychology and her eye on the all-new Fairlane 500
Sports Coupe. This Fairlane "a la king" combines
trimmed-for-action outside dimensions with carriage
trade interior appointments, between-seats console, and

snug-fitting bucket seats. An optional torrid Challenger
260 V-8 engine delivers high-velocity performance on regular gas. See the exciting Fairlane A PROD /CT OF
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The Canoe City Laundromat

354 No. Main St., Old Town, Maine
Really has the answer
New modern Water Softener
has been installed to give a cleaner, soft
er wash.
This equipment takes out all hardness and
impurities in the
water and leaves you with a better wash
at the same low
price.
• QUICK LAUNDROMAT SERVIC
E
(Wash, Fluff Dried, and Neatly Folded)
• FINEST SHIRTS IN EASTERN MAI
NE
(We are Agents for Wong's Chinese Laundry)
•2-DAY PERSONALIZED DRY CLE
ANING
SERVICE
Finest Work Around!
(Located opp. Woolen Mill)
Ask for a free ball point pen while they last.

7
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M.C.A.—Sunday morning: 9:30
and 11:00, Little Theatre
Canterbury Chapel—Sunday:
8:00 and 11 a.m. Holy Communion
6:30 Evening Prayer
Wednesday: 5:00 p.m. Holy
Communion
Thursday and Friday: 6:45 a.m.
Holy Communion
Newman Hall—Sunday Masses:
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30
Sunday Rosary and Benediction
6:30 p.m.
Holy Days of Obligation Masses:
6:45 a.m., 12 noon, 4:30,
5:10, 7:00 p.m.
Weekday Masses:
Mon.. Wed., Fri., 5:10 p.m.
Tues. and Thurs., 6:45 a.m.
Sat.
8:00 a.m.
zep
,
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Three Vie For Mayor;
Launch Race Tuesday
There will definitely be a Mayoralty Campaign this year. After
a series of ups and downs, three
candidates have decided to run
for Campus Mayor in this year'
s
Maine Day race. They are Gene
Brown, Gerry Crabtree, and Paul
Graves.
Gene Brown, a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences, is
running as "Charlie Brown." He is
backed by Beta Theta Pi. Gerry
"Duke of Oyl" Crabtree, a junior
in
mechanical engineering, is backe
d
by Theta Chi. Freshman Paul

Girl Watcher's Guide

•

Presented by Pall Mall Famous
Cigarettes
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Dean Of Women
Resigns To Do
Research Work
Samuel W. Collins of Caribou was
elected President of the University's
Board of Trustees at a meeting held
on April 18th in President Elliott's
office.
The Board acted swiftly on the
many individual items on its well.
filled agenda. It readily approved
a number of administrative appointments and faculty changes.
Dean Edith G. Wilson will relinquish her duties as Dean of Women to become an Assistant to the
President for Institutional Research.
effective July 1. 1962. Miss Wilson
will be responsible for conducting
research on matters of importance
to the more effective operation of
the University of Maine. Research
will be carried out on such topics
as space use, staff utilization, teaching loads, student characteristics.
enrollment projections, course offerings, and the like.
Miss Mary S. Zink will assume
the duties of Dean of Women, effective July 1, 1962. Miss Zink, a native of Bridgeport, Conn., is a 1938
graduate of Cornell. She received
her master's degree in 1955 from
Yale and her doctor's degree in
1960 from Cornell. She has taught
at Elon Colege in North Carolina
and Quinnipias College in New Haven. Conn. In addition, she has held
various positions at Duke University and Cornell as well as for the
Girl Scouts of America. She has

Vie)

44.1. .;W4
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Graves, a Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge,
has not yet decided on his theme.
The campaign will be run dif.
ferently this year. All campaigning will take place on Tuesday,
May 1. The campaign will end
with a parade and rally Tuesday
night. At 7 p.m. the Mayoralty
candidates will give their speeches
from the library steps. This year
the speerches are to be monologues and they may be serious or
humorous—anything goes.
Voting will be done in the Field
House after the speeches, and will
be followed by a free dance in the
Gym, sponsored by the French Club.
In case of snow, tropical storm,
or earthquake, the rally will be held
in the Gym.
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Pall Mall's
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!

served as director of the University
Testing Service and associate dean
of women since 1960.

Pulp & Paper Open House
The University of Maine Pulp
and Paper Foundation in cooperation with the university will hold its
annual Open House-Research Day
program on Friday, April 27. at the
Orono campus.
Forty high school students from
Maine, Massachusetts and New
Hampshire will be here to attend
the program. The forty students will
represent the largest number of participants since the founding of the
Open House three years ago.
aria
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MAY 2 AND YOU, TOO!
By CLAIRE BEAULIEU
The Easter Holiday limited a few
activities on campus last week-end,
but Saturday afternoon, the Phi
Kaps had a softball game between
the non-resident brothers challenging the residents. After the game,
there was a jam session from 4 to
6 p.m. for which music was provided by Bob Cormier. Later on in
the evening, things really hopped
for the 'Easter Parade" party was
held in the game room. The evening's activities included an egg
hunt and a contest to select the
best hat. Mr. and Mrs. Murray
Billington chaperoned the event.
Quite a few students were seen
soaking in the sun at Bar Harbor
Saturday afternoon. Among the fraternities represented were Lambda
Chi Alpha. Sigma Chi, Phi Gamma
Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma, Beta Theta
Pi, and one 1947 Harley-Davidson
motorcycle.
Dated: Gail Bozic, Alpha Omicon Pi, to Bill Goodwell, Phi Eta
Kappa; Cluny Glover, Westbrook
Jr. College, to Dave O'Donnell,
Tau Epsilon Phi; Cathy Haines,
Delta Delta Delta, to Art Chartier,
Phi Kappa Sigma.
Rated: Shannon Robinson, Bangor, to Steve Maresca, Stillwater;
Deborah Sleeper, So. Portland, to
Frank Maxon.
Mated: Mary Ellen Taylor to
David Scribner; Charlene Plourde,
Presque Isle, to Paul Divine, Phi
Gamma Delta.

Greek Weekend Activities
Commence Tomorrow Night
The fourth annual Greek Weekend's activities commence Friday
night in the Memorial Gym with
the Greek Ball, Don Sylvia and
his orchestra will provide the music for dancing from 9 to 1.
On Saturday morning 1FC Discussion Groups will be held in the
Memorial Union from 10 to 12.
There will be two discussion groups.
Jim Goff, president of Phi Gamma
Delta, will moderate the group con-

Maine Day Nears
(Continued from Page One)
will be a coffee house featuring a
group of musicians. At certain intervals during the afternoon entertainment will be presented on a
platform behind the Field House.
Chic O'Leary will emcee.
The IFC Sing, the last event of
the day, is scheduled for 7 p.m. in
the Memorial Gym. Each fraternity
will sing only one song this year.

sisting of the presidents of all the
fraternity houses. Greg Shapiro, of
Kappa Sigma, will moderate the
group consisting of the rushing
chairmen and pledge class presidents of all the houses. Topics to
be discussed are the new rushing
system, the Greek outlook, and
other aspects of the Greek system.
The Greek games head the agenda for Saturday afternoon from 1 to
3. Events include a chariot race, a
bicycle race, a tug of war, and a
surprise event.
The Memorial Gym will be the
scene of the jazz concert Saturday
night from 7 to 9. George Shearing
and his Quintet and the folksinging
Tarriers share the billing for this
occasion. Tickets for the concert
are currently being sold in the
Union.
The annual Panhellenic Sing Sunday afternoon, from 2 to 4, in the
Gym, completes the list of Greek
Weekend events.

Applications I
ton-mu:dation i

Award Senior Gir, Students Elected
National Fellowship To Tau Beta Pi
Barbara Spiller of Cumberlattd
Center, a senior sociology major at
the University of Maine, has been
awarded a National Institute of
Mental Health Fellowship to Western Reserve University.
Miss Spiller, who recently was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa membership, will study at Western Reserve's
School of Applied Social Science.
The award carries a stipend of
$1.800 plus tuition, and will become
effective September 1, 1962.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Laurence Spiller, Miss Spitler will
receive her bachelor's degree from
the University of Maine in June.
She is the highest ranking student in
the department of sociology and
anthropology.
She attended the Merrill-Palmer
Institute in Detroit, Mich., last
spring, being one of the department's
students who fulfilled the rigid qualifications which have been set for the
specialized institute. She is a member of Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary
psychology society, and is a 1958
graduate of Greely Institute

Orono, Maine,

Thirteen high-ranking students
have been initiated into Tau Beta
Pi, honorary engineering society.
The students were selected on the
basis of scholarship, character, and
campus citizenship. They are: Philip
Adams, Ann Adjutant, Raymond
Baum, Colby Buzzell, Lionel Caron, Maurice Caron, Robert Fitz,
Peter Foster, Dorrimer Hodges, Brian Hodgkin, Andrew Ionta, David
Thornton, and Roger Twitchell.
The spring semester initiates have
recently completed a project to determine the feasibility of erecting a
permanent Bent in the vicinity of
one of the engineering buildings
The eight foot Bent has appeared
on the Mall in front of the Library
for one week each semester. The
new proposed Bent is a four foot
cast in metal mounted on a reinforced concrete foundation.
A project completion of 1964
has been proposed to coincide with
the National Convention of The
American Society of Engineering
Education which will be held on the
University of Maine campus.
•
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Sea Film At Union

MAL FILTER DOES IT!

On May 3, at 7:30 p.m., in the
Main Lounge Stanton Waterman
will present his new lecture film entitled "3,000 Years Under the Sea."
Mr. Waterman, expert diver-photographer, records the discovery and
salvage of an ancient cargo ship
which met disaster off the Asia
Minor coast in the late Bronze Age.
Stanton Waterman, a graduate of
Dartmouth College in '46, did graduate work at Columbia and served
in the Navy during WW H. At one
time he operated a diving school in
the Bahamas and was a professional underwater guide.
JUNIOR CLASS
The Junior Class wishes to thank
all who contributed to the success of
the Junior Prom. Plans are now
being made for a Junior Class Picnic on May 20. Definite plans will
be announced soon.

ELECT
Greg
Shapiro
SENATE
PRESIDENT
Vote
May let in Union

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duos partes divisa est!"
says Sextus(Crazy Legs)Cato, Bacchus Cup winner.
"There are lots of filter cigarettes around," says Crazy Legs,
"but e pluribus unum stands out
Filter Tareyton. For
the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton—one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus!"

Beds — Chests — Desks

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER
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ECONOMY FURNITURE
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DORMITORY APPLICATIONS
Applications for dormitory ac-
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Application blanks may be ob-

commodations for men for the

tained

year

counselors or the Housing Office,

1962-63 should

be

made

between April 26 and May 19.

from

the

dormitory

Room 101 in the Commons.

The Maine Masque Theatre
presents
Gogol's Hilarious Comedy

"The
Inspector
General"

Play Ground Wanted

Last
week's Campus bade
farewell to South Apartments
and hailed the advent of University Park
as the low-cost
housing for married students
and faculty. Anyone comparing
the barracks appearance of the
old with the clean ranch lines
of the new would call University Park inhabitants blessed
—except perhaps for the doubled rent.
One feature of South Aparments, however, followed the
people to University Park. Tha;
is the run-down equipment of
the
playground, which
wa3

purchased new some years te')
by the Mrs. Maine Club of student wives.
The wives' group has not
found it feasible to continue to
own and maintain the equipment er to pay the insurance
necessary for a public playground.
With the expectation tint
some arrangement for the insurance would be made, the
Housing Office late last fall
transferred the equipment to a
site just north of the University Park units, and brought in
fifteen loads of sand and erect-

Bangor Tastee Freez
293 Broadway

May 9 - 10 - 11 - 12

At the Park

at 8:15 p.m.
Matinee May 12 at 2 p.m.

Tickets $1.20
310

NOW AVAILABLE!!

Steens Hall or Call 866-4441, Extension 303

cd a fence at a cost o $150.
Children
have
occasionally
played in the unsupervised, uninsured. and, in general, uninviting
playground
for some
menths — when the mud was
not too deep. Late last week,
though, the gate was padlocked
by university officials on the
request of a
University Park
resident who noticed that climbing equipment was broken.
One mother who discovered
the locked gate asked the three
pre-schoolers inside how they
had entered the locked playground. They pointed to the
seven inch space
underneath
the gate. After being told that
the gate was locked in order
to
keep the children out, one
five
year old said, "But what is
the
playground for?"
Nearly one hundred other
children at University Park
are
probably wondering the
same
thing. Maine Day is
fast approaching. Perhaps Unive
rsitY
Park residents could pitch
in to
provide their youngsters with
a
place to play.
Anyone with any ideas on
the
University Park Playground or
some other Maine Day project),
contact one of the office
rs of
the University Park Civic
Association: Bill Chandler,
16-E:
Joe Fallon, 3C-A; Ed
Nadel.
18-F or Lois Vcrhealey,
27-F.

Notices
TEP ELECTIONS
New officers for Tau Zeta
Chapter of Tau Epsilon Phi recently elected were: Rodney Abbott, Chancellor; Philip Ingeneri, Vice Chancellor; Richard
Halpern,
Treasurer;
William
Steele, Scribe: Robert Miller,
Rushing
chairman;
Kenneth
Tardiff. Social Chairman; Carl
Stewart, Warden; William
Steele, Chaplain; Arnold Weiss,
Historian.

CLASS OFFICERS
Campaigning for class officers
will start Thursday, April 29
and will continue until Monday.
April 30. The voting will take
place from 8:45 to 4:30 p.m. in
the lobby of the Memorial
Union on April 30.

TAt BETA PI OFFICERS
New officers for Tau Beta
Pi.
hcnorary engineering socie
ty,
have been elected. They are:
John Gagnon. president;
A. I.
Whitney. vice president:
Raymond Baum, correspond
ing secretary; Bob Leavitt,
recording
secretary: David Parker,
treasurer: Maurice Caron,
publicity
director.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
The Women's Athletic Assoc
iation will be sponsoring
a Roller Skating Party
on Friday.
April 27, in the Women's
Gym.
Roller skating will begin
at 7.39
P.M. and end at 10:30
P.M.

Ws what's up frontthat counts
Up front is FILTER-BLENCY and only Winston has
it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specia
lly
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
0£. r.

CAMPUS NEWS — (UNI
ON)

It J. Rerm1,11 Tobacco Co . Winston-Sale

m. N. CI.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette sh
ould!

April 27-28—Weekend Movie- ''National Velvet" — 7 & 9 P.M
May 1—Poetry Hour — Fran
cis Villon — Reader: Robe
rt N.
Rioux-4 P.M.—Coe Lounge.
May 2—Wednesday Film
will
not be shown on Maine
Day.

The Third Party

A National Conscience
by James I. Scroggy

[El
TO
ED
Continue

Few people realize that in our
country there have been men
who ran for the presidency on
Certainly
the socialist ticket.
none of them have ever won
any office, but just by their
running they caused marked
changes in the lives of those
they ran against and in the
lives of us who followed them
in time.
It is largely due to them that
we have laws pertaining to
social security, anti-trust legislation, and even the pure food
and drug acts. On this latter
point read The Jungle by Upton
Sinclair if you want to cry a
With the two parties
little.
that we have today merging,
a mora SS of me-too-ism
in
let-me-do-it-cause-I-canand
do-it-better, it is hard to really
gain any needed legislation: for
these parties are not forced to

Beargarden

I WONpER WHAT T1415 r

EDITORIALS
The "Silly" Bear
We feel that the Senior Class has made a grave
error in appropriating its funds to purchase a "bear"
that will be of little value to the campus.

It is a

shame to see such a large amount of money spent so
foolishly by persons assumed to be adults. There are
so many worthwhile projects that could have used the
money.

With rising college costs and the increasing

demand for entrance into college, it would have seemed
prudent to use the money to aid deserving students.

take a stand on any item of
public importance. Please bear
in mind that extremists on
either side make cases only for
their own view points and do
not carry complete party sanction. In this muddiness of unclean platforms the American
Public is bilked out of its
franchise. We might as well
have a one party system as our
in the Soviet
counter-parts
Union do. What the socialists
did was to act as a national
conscience. if you will, a sounding beard for new ideas. This
is a needed and prime function
of such an organization as a
third party. After all. if we as
voters have nothing but last
year's promises in new shiny
tinsel to ballot for, what is the
good? Doesn't it also follow if
party is formed
third
the
shouldn't we as supposed for-

ward-looking students be the
nucleus for such a party? Perhaps we can once more bring
"choice, not chance." I'm not
a proponent of socialism, but
what I do advocate is political
awareness and a willingness to
take a stand on pertinent issues.
Possibly what I am writing is
I
falling on unseeing eyes.
asked a few people in the Den
last week who their student
senators were and got responses
ranging from "I don't know" to
"What difference does it make?"
If this is any criterion to go by
we are in rather sad shape.
By the way. if any of you dear
readers are looking for a gut
course to take next year stay
descriptive asfrom
away
tronomy. A new regime has
taken over, and they want you
to learn things, and you do. in
spite of yourself.

Is The AWS Democratic?

A lot of complaints are being
thrown around about AWS lately. That's the women's student
government. in case you hadn't
heard. In the first place, there
seems to be some question in a
couple of dorms as to just who
was on the nominating comthat
mittee. And, following
along, there is some doubt about
how a representative government can be really representative if the candidates are selected by a committee. Committee nominations usually result in more of a popularity
contest than a selection of realinterested
and
qualified
ly
candidates. Also seems as though
it might nct be quite fair to
girls who would really like to
run to have candidates running
who either don't really want the
office (except for a little prestige) or have to be talked into
accepting the nomination.
Why aren't these elections
run like 9O, of all the other

elections on Campus: the students who want to run get petitions (showing they're interested in them). This is another
one of the organizations on
Campus where, if you are voted
in as a freshman, you've got it
pretty well made for the next
few years. Kind of sickening.
I suppose it's actually a little
late to make an effective reply
to the sweet little freshman
boy who wrote to me via the
April Fool issue. It was an
appropriate issue for his letter
to appear in. though. About all
I can think of to say to him is
that I never (as far as I can
remember, anyway) actually told
where to sit in the
anyone
anywhere else, for
Or
Den.
I do have a few
matter.
that
'.-Le could sit.
where
to
as
ideas
however
Oh, aren't the chimes lovely. I hear they tolled out the
"Whiffengoof Song" at seven-

Meg McMullen

thirty the other morning, mitch
to the chagrin of several stueight
dents who don't have
c'clocks.
Seriously, though, they really
are impressive. It just seems as
more suitable
some
though
schedule could be worked out.
from
letter
another
Got
"Connie Formity" a while back
It really was wonderful. So humorous. Like cancer. I put it
right where I'd remember it in
case I wanted to refer to it
but unfortunately I dumped my
wastebasket and that was that
It really was insipid.
The secretive Circle K's have
contributed a much-needed addito our Campus. Those
tion
waste cans. If people will only
use them, maybe things would
lock a little better. Not that
they lock bad now, but a few
crumpled cigarette packs and
candy bar wrappers
grub a place up.
Circle K.

can sure
Congrats,

True it is the class' money and they have the
right to spend it as they see fit. Perhaps the class voted for this item because so many people ridiculed the
idea when it was first proposed. One thing is certain,
the Class of '62 will be long remembered.

It would

appear to us that this is rather a silly way to gain rec-
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Maine Day
An answer to the question —
"Why should the students who
pay tuition to get an education
take a day off to paint, repair,
and work around a campus that
is supposed to be maintained
by the state in the first place?"
In the past, I have never
heard of any one being forced
to paint, repair, or work on
Maine Day. Perhaps this year
Usually, the
it is different.
students who work on Maine
Day do it because they want to.
You, classmate, from the tone
of your letter, do not seem to
have much feeling for the
Campus or the University. In
regard to "the hell driving
maintenance men", they usually
work long hours after Maine
Day fixing up the hurried jobs
the students willingly attempt.
- Since-I was one of those idiots
you do not give a damn for
watching, I'll concede. I was

and still am an idiot, but I
tend to disagree with your
opinion of the others. Here are
a few facts on the mayors in
the past.

classmate, my suggestion to you
is either go to Bar Harbor. or
stay in bed on Maine Day. Your
type of laughter is not needed_
by those working.
Charles E. Giles

of
Treasurer
Ernie Parks,
,Veterans Club, co-chairman of
Mayoralty Committee, and presently he is fraternity advisor
to SAE and an instructor in the
Engineering Graphics Department.
Paul "Shorty" McGuire, Freshman Winter Sports Chairman,
Mayoralty Committee. Varsity
Ski Team. Fraternity President,
Peter Berry, Sophomore Owls,
Freshman Golf, Fraternity SoDay
Chairman, Maine
cial
Skit chairman. Senior Skulls
chairman. Good Will Chest,
Scabbard and Blade. Maine Day
Carnival Committee Chairman,
Proctor.
John B. Nichols, Maine Masque. presently in India with the
Masque.
Reggie Minkin. Mair.e Masque,
Red Apple Award.
If these men named above
represent idiots, then it is my
opinion that the campus and
society needs many more like
them.
As for you and your laughs.

Free Speech
To the Editor:
"freedom of
The phrases.
speech" and "the free intellectual atmosphere of college" become almost a complete sham
and mockery in the face of
President Elliott's advice and
the ex-Campus staff members'
decision last week to drop the
idea of an open debate between
capitalism
of
representatives
and communism. The reason
given for this de:igion was that
it would arouse public opinion
detrimental to the University's
If these best
best interests.
are in "building a
interests
university". it would
greater
s:ein from this act that we
:hould consider replacing the
wcgd "greater" on our entrance
signposts with the word "bigger"
so as not to delude anyone into
thinking we desire ft "better"
university.
A university bowing to the
forces of fear and ignorance
In the guise of public opinion
Continued on P 7
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6 Crises
To the Editor:

Allow me to take
tunity to thank Gm
H. Reed for helping
a vital decision,
leave my home stat
upon graduating froi
versity.
You have
me. governor, that 11
longer a fit place to

Richard Nixon has
book about his "6 C
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I.

and compromising its own ideals
must soon lose the respect of
its students. Encouraging beliefs in capitalism is fine, but
protecting them by preventing
or discouraging honest discussion and debate such as was
proposed is cowardly.
Peter S. Colley

It

Communism
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To the Editor:
Let's not fear adverse public
opinion. Let's change it!
If we really believe that a debate between a Communist and
one of our Government professors would broaden our educational background, then we must
not let anyone scare us into
dropping the plan. If we really want to protect ourselves
from Communist propoganda we
must learn to identify it in action — not just in textbook analysis.
Let's use that old, but effective, method of influence; let's
A;Tite our legislators and tell
them that this debate would be
in the best interests of a progressive and growing university.
After all. aren't Black Bears
just as capable of distinguishing Communism as Mules and
Bobcats are?
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Scalper

governor also had 6 crises which
were mishandled.
First there
was the school bus issue which
the governor didn't want to get
involved in, then the unnecessary delay in resolving the Casco
Bay Lines issue, the many incidents
with the Executive
Council, the weak and ineffective stand on ETV, the inability
to make Maine grow for the
past few years, and now I have
heard that he is disappointed
that NEA has stopped service to
Waterville and intends to do
the same to Lewiston, Bar Harbor and Houlton. Congratulations for a fine batting average.
If I can earn enough mone
y
in this backward state, I'll
leave, even if there is only one
medium of transportation left.
P. S. I was a Republican until I learned to read and write.
Name withheld on request

I would think it would
be
quite evident to the ticket
sellers that one grubby, duck -taile
d
fieshman boy has no legit
imate
use for ten or more tickets.
Possibly in the future those
slightly
somnolent ticket dispe
nsers
could wise up to such petty
antics and give students the
services they are paid to
give.

To the Editor:
Allow me to take this opportunity to thank Governor John
H. Reed for helping me to make
a vital decision.
Yes sir, I'll
leave my home state of Maine
upon graduating from the University.
You have convinced
me, governor, that Maine is no
longer a fit place to live.
Richard Nixon has written a
book about his "6 Crises" and
this is appropriate in that our

There is a

House Rules
It is axiomatic, at least among
liberals, that the U. S. Congress
is Death Row for progressive
legislation.
Such things as
rural over-representation have
something to do with this, but
I
think that a few simple
changes in the rules of procedure in both houses would do
much to liven up the now
placidly funeral chambers of
the capitol.
The changes below are. I'm
sure. too obvious to be original
with me, but I've heard them
expressed before. In any cas.-i,
here are four proposed amendments to the procedural rules

1. "No office or committee
chairmanship shall be filled by
the same man for any more
than one term in any single

points have long been ingnored
by AWS.
When you think about it, this
is not surprising. In the handpicking AWS leaders, there is
no room for anyone representa
tive of us liberals; or to put
it another way, with few exceptions AWS leaders are either
entirely
unrepresentative
of
many of the women students
or
to busy saying yes to represent
anyone.
I am disgusted with AWS
as it is. I am sick of this farce
of Student Government. I suggest that AWS be abolished,
either to be replaced by those
that hide behind it or by some
form of student government
which will have some influence;
and that the entire stude
nt
body be placed under a dean
of
s.tedents with no discrimination
against us women.
AWS. as it is. has only one
function on this campus:
the
teaching of hypocrisy and sham.
This is not one of the lesson
s

3. "All
hearings
held to
secure information en legislative matters shall be conducted
by joint committees of both
houses."
4. "If any public bill shall
have been in committee for six
months or more, any member
may
demand
an immediate
vote on whether or not that bill
shall be brought to the floor.
On receiving such a demand, the
presiding officer shall be required to call for the vote to be
held by secret ballot and without prior discussion."

On Campo mg.,niai,
(Author of "Rally Round The Flag, Boys","The
Many Lores of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

CRAM COURSE No. 3: ENGLISH POETRY
Final exams will soon he upon us. This
is no time for fun and
games. Let us instead study hard,cram
fiercely, prepare assidu-

In'
this eoluntn today let us make a quick
survey of English
poetry. When we speak of English
poetry, we are, of course,
speaking of Byron, Shelley, and Keats
. Some say that of the
three, Keats was the most talented. It
is true that he displayed
his gifts earlier than the others.
While still a schoolboy at St.
Swithin's he wrote his epic lines:
If I am good, I get an apple,
So I don't whistk in th,
'chapel.

From this distinguished beginning,
he went on to write another 40,000 poems in his lifetime—w
hich is all the more
remarkable when you consider that he
was only five feet tall!
I mention this fact only to show that
physical problems never
keep the true artist from creating.
Byron, for example, was
IInt
l e.
ry.Shelley had an ingrown hair. Nonet
heless, these three
titans of literature turned out a verita
ble torrent of romantic
Nor did they neglect their personal
lives. Byron, a devil
with the ladies, was expelled front Oxfor
d for dipping Elizabeth
Barrett's pigtails in an inkwell. He
thereupon left England to
fight in the Greek war of independence.
He fought bravely and
well, but women were never far from
his mind, as evidenced by
this i=crtal poem:

How splendid it is to fight for the Greek,
But I don't enjoy it half as much as danci
ng

cheek

to cheek.
While Byron fought in Creece, Shell
ey remained in England,
where he became court poet to the
Duke of Marlborough. (It
is interesting to note in passing that
Marlborough was the original spelling of Marlboro Cigarettes
, but the makers were unable
to get the entire word on the packa
ge. With characteristic ingenuity they cleverly lopped off the final
"gh". This, of course,
left them with a "gh" lying around
the factory. They looked
for some place to put it and finally
decided to give it to the
Director of Sales, Mr. Vincent Van Go.
This had a rather curious
result. As plain Van Go, he had been
a crackerjack director of
sales, but once he became Van Gogh
, he felt a mysterious,
irresistible urge to paint. He resigned
from the Company and
became an artist. It did not work out too
well. When Van Gogh
learned what a great success Marlboro
Cigarettes quickly became—as, of course, they had to with
such a flavorful flavor,
such a filterful filter, such a flip-top box,
such a soft pack—he
was so upset about leaving the firm
that he cut off his ear in a
fit of chagrin.)
But I digress. Byron, I say, was
in Italy and

Shelley in

These simple changes would
revolutionize the legislative process
in the United States.
would deal a severe blow to the
reactionary
cult, and would
bring a greater degree of democracy.
Tom Gray
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England. Meanwhile Keats went
to Rome to try to grow. Who
does not remember his wistful lyric:

Although I am only fire feet high,
Some day I will look in an elephant's eye.

1.11, cord photographs for
W. student.. ithoo plan
to return ne‘t fall nill be taken
in 11 intrate hail as
lotions:
May
May

not
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2. "Elections of all officers
and committee chairman shall
be by secret ballot."
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left.

copy by sending your order to
George Jones, 211 Library, Campus.

To the Editor:

decade.
This rule shall
apply to the Speaker of
House."

limited number of 1963 PRISMS

You can still reserve a

To the Editor:

Dan "Dinkle" Churchill

6 Crises

ALL STUDENTS AM) FACULTY

A. W. S.
I am not represented in AWS,
not an uncommon situation.
Oh, yes I'm a member, aren't
we all. My problem is that I
am liberal and liberal view-

ATTENTION

Name withheld on Reque
st

of the Senate and the House of
Representatives:

To the Editor:
It's about time something is
done about those ticket scalpers who haunt the union movies. For the past two weeks or
so certain "smart operators"
have been purchasing blocs of
tickets (sometimes as many as
ten or twenty) and have been
selling them for 25c to late comers. Any week-end there is a
good movie this is an especially
evident nuisance. particularly
annoying to couples v(ho have
banked upon getting their weekend thrill at the movie.

students should be indoctrinated
with at college.

But Keats did not grow. His
friends, Shelley and Byron,
touched to the heart, rushed to
Rome to stretch him. This too
failed. Then Byron,ever the ladies
' man,took up with Lucrezia
Borgia, Catherine of Aragon,and
Annie Oakley. Shelley, a more
domestic type, stayed home with
his wife Mary,and wrote his
famous poem:
/ lore to stay home with the missus

and write,
And hug her and kiss lur and give her
a bite.
Mary

Shelley finally got so tired of
being bitten that she went
into another room and wrote
Frankenstein. Upon reading the
manuscript, Shelley and Byron got
so seared they immediately
booked passage home to Engla
nd. Keats tried to go too, but
he was so small that the clerk
at the steamship office couldn't
see him over the top of the count
er. So Keats remained in Rome
and died of a broken heart.
Byron and Shelley cried a lot
and then together composed
this immortal epitaph:

Good old Keats, he might hare been
But he was a great American and a short,
heck of a

good sport.

C 1962 Mai Shulman
*
*
Truth. OM poetry, is the business
of the Marlboro ',takers,
and we tell you truly that pou
can't find a better tasting.
better smoking cigarette
C.11 todpg's Marlb
oro.
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East Pakistan
Guests Visit
Backstage With
Maine Masque

Maine, April
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Feature By
Bill Lawlor

Family Scene from "Sunrise at Campobello"

Students watch prop men set up lights

Masquers Meet Pakistani Admirers
In addition to their duties as
actor-diplomat, each member of
the Maine Masque India-Pakistan Tour company has handled
at least one special task.

Chris Christiansen is developing
a fine steeplejack technique,
hanging lights precariously from
rafters and skylights.

Since the touring company is
completely self-sufficient, the
work of setting up and striking the sets for performances is
done by the students themselves. Costumes, props, electrical work, make-up, transportation, business management.
public relations, photography,
tutoring the children, special effects — each at these duties is
entrusted to one of the troupers.

Usually the most sought person in the company is John
Collins, business manager and
disburser of funds. Affectionately known as "Silas Marner".
John has come to expect a parade of empty wallets to his
hotel room at any time of day
or night.
These, then, are the duties
which the Maine Masquers have
to handle in order to keep the
company functioning as a drama
group: added to the actor-diplomat duties, "it keeps the boys
and girls out of mischief"!

In addition to be responsible far rearing and striking the
sets at each stop on the tour,

Maine Masque Tour
Draws To A Close
By Bill Lawlor
Probably the greatest and
most pleasant surprise that the
Maine Masque India-Pakistan
tour company has received, occurred at their first Pakistani
reception. At this United States
Informtion Service reception the
troupers were delighted to be
greeted by Dr. Arthur Hauck,
former president of the University of Maine, now with the
US government's service for foreign visitors. Dr. Hauck, who
was making a one-day stop in
Dacca. East Pakistan before
flying on to West Pakistan and
other areas of Asia, was able
to speak with members of the
cast and to wish them well on
their cultural mission.

JAM SESSION
every Saturday

:!-:i p.m.

The Bucket
The Upper Room

Old Town
Twist lug Nitely
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The company

Lahore and Karachi, West PakScheduled to fly for the
United States from Bombay on
May 20. the Masquers will return via Rome and London.
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and costs the least I
of any US.car
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istan.
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The Maine Masque company
has now completed its program
m India and moved to Pakistan
for the remainder of the four
month cultural good will tour.
The Masquers made a swift
tour of southern India, playing
In smaller areas such as Bangalore. Mysore, and Hyderabad. as
well as two stops in the large
znetropolitan areas of Madras
and Calcutta. At Mysore th^
cast enjoyed performing Ali
WILDERNESS, before an audience that included American
TV star Jock Mahoney 'fancy
DerringerP and several British
and Indian film idols.
will wind up
last month of its fourmonth State Department good
will tour with performances in

the

Erik the Red had no choice-but Vitalis with V-7
will keep your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally. V-7 is the greaseless grooming discovery. VItalis"
with V-7., fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness,
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.Try Vitalis today!

How about that Rambler American? Among all the
compacts, it has the most solidity, the most comfort,
the most maneuverability, the most safety, the most
rustproofing, the most features, the most economy
wins, the most years of high resale value—yet it's
the lowest priced of any car built in the U. S.! Seems
the /east you could do is visit your Rambler dealer
for a look at the most car for your money.

Rambler
sp"

,, American Motors Means More for Americans

What makes LI
The taste of a
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Radio Club Elects New Officers
The University of Maine Amateur
Radio Club, in one of its regular
meetings, elected officers to take
office next year. Students elected
were: Ed Martin of Caribou as
President, Robert James of Greenwich, R. I., as Vice President, Horace Clark of Wilton as Secretary,

and James Pew of Falmouth Foreside as Treasurer.
Charles Hanson of East Eddington, elected Trustee of the club
radio station WlYA last year will
keep his post until his graduation.
The club's advisor is Professor MacFarland of the Electrical Engineering Department.

Ann

Van' Elected AWS Prexy

The annual meeting of the Associated Women Students was held
Thursday, April 19, at eight p.m.
in the Women's Gym. The newly
elected officers were introduced.
They are: president, Ann Van deBogert; first vice pres., JoAnn

Get Lucky

Chandler; second vice president, Ring;
senior members of judicial
Mary Goucher; secretary, Catherine board, Linda Minott, Ann Keenen,
Wyman: treasurer, Theresa Curran; Barbara Bassler; junior judicial
publicity, Heather Cameron; stan- members, Barbara Hinkson, Helen
dards board chairman, Mary Brooks; Wyman, and Barbara Lawrence;
activities board chairman, Judith sophomore judicial members, BarRand; chief justice, Marcia Roak; bara Waters and Barbara Rider; and
secretary of judicial board, Joyce senior member of the executive
board, Diane Nash.
Other business included formal
approval of reports of treasurer, activities board chairman, secretary,
chief justice, standards board chairman. Mary Brooks gave the report
of the publicity comm., and Diane
Nash, chairman of the constitutional
revision comm., reported that all
proposed white book revisions had
been approved in elections held previous in the individual dormitories.
Helen Wyman gave a brief report
of her trip to the Intercollegiate Association of Women Students at
Penn. State University. Miss Marion
Martin, State of Maine Commissioner of Labor and Industry, spoke
on, "Woman—A Many Splendored
Being." Ann Weysguth, retiring
W.A.A. president,, ilbunced the
new W.A.A. officers;
es., Judy
Dowe; Vice Pres., JoMyn Genest;
Secretary, Sandra Arbour; Treasurer, Pam Finnegan.
The AAUW Membership Award
was presented to Miss Laurette LeGoff, the retiring A.W.S. president.

the taste to start with...the taste to stay with

Lectures On EEC
The School of Business and Administration will present the 5th in
a series of lectures by the S. & H.
Company on May 3. 1962 at 8:00
p.m. in the Bangor Room of the
Memorial Union.
The speaker will be Prof. Ole
Myrvoll. professor of Economics at
the Norwegian School of Business
and Economics and Business Administration at Burgan, Norway.
He is a visiting professor at Bowdoin College and is delivering the
Tallman Lecture series at that institution.
The subject of his talk will be
"The Economic impact of the Common Market on the Countries of the
West." This is an excellent opportunity to hear an outstanding Economist from a foreign country.

•-•

Maine's Largest. Most
l'p to Date, Complete

What makes Lucky Strike the favorite regular cigarette of
college smokers? Fine-tobacco taste.
The taste of a Lucky is great to start with, and it spoils
you for other cigarettes. That's why
Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. So, get the taste you'll
want to stay with. Get Lucky today.
ab a. T. C.

l
i
Cs A.
Product of Mdnetican c/cri
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Senate President
May Receive Pay The
In Near Future
The General Student Senate Tuesday night voted recommendation of
a measure which would provide renumeration for the office of Senate
President. This proposal will be presented to the University Administration for consideration.
In discussing this proposal it
1
2 of the Presidents
was noted that /
of the College student bodies
throughout the country receive renumeration in the form of scholarships, tuition or monthly allowances.
The editor of the Campus, Prism
and manager of WORO now receive
some sort of renumeration.
A motion was passed to recommend to the Department of Grounds
that an area be set aside on all major
bulletin boards on campus for publication of Senate activities.
The Senate voted to recommend
to the Housing Office that student
residents of University Park be allowed to leave their apartments this
summer with a V3 reduction in rent
as in South Apartments.
The Senate Political Affairs Committee will investigate the possibility
of sending students to hear the
Muskie-Jackson Debate to be held
on The Colby Campus May 18.
The executive committee has
designated Senator Leroy Lambert
as Senator of the Month for his
work both as a senator and as chairman of the Constitution Committee.
The Senate also received a petition for the office of president. The
candidate's name was not disclosed.

MAINE Calendar

Thursday, April 26
Informal Seminar on Religion and
The University, Merrill Hall
Tearoom, 12 noon
Panhellenic Council Meeting,
7 p.m.
Music Night. featuring the University concert band, chorus,
and the Bangor Symphony,
performing works by Purcell,
Hoist, Suppe, William Schuman, Haydn, and Beethoven,
Memorial Gym, 8:15 p.m.
Friday, April 27
Greek Ball, Memorial Gym,
9 to 1
Saturday, April 28
Phi Mu Mothers' Day Tea
IFC Discussion Groups,
Memorial Union, 10 a.m.
Greek Games, 1 to 3 p.m.
Jazz Concert, Memorial Gym,
7 to 9 p.m.
Sunday, April 29
Panhellenic Sing, Memorial Gym,
2 to 4 p.m.

I
0 II
HOUSE OF HITS mily

This Sunday, "The University and
You" will feature the first of a twoweek series of programs dealing
with Educational Television. A film
titled "The second classroom" which
is being furnished by the National
Education Association in Washington will be shown. This film will
give the general public the hows
and %%hats of this beneficial new
type of education. "The University
and You" will also feature a "behind the scenes" look at the educational TV studio. This will give
the public an inside look regarding
the pre-staging of the programs.
On May 6, further time will be
devoted to this subject. A discussion will be held between Mr. MacLauchlin. a member of the University of Maine speech department,
and Mr. Don Taverner, director of
Educational TV at the University
of Maine. Mr. Taverner will bring
viewers up to date on the current
situation.

IA)u est prices, best service

Wednesday, May 2
Maine Day
Outdoor Breakfast, Stodder
Parking Lot, 7 to 8 a.m.
Mayor Announced, Library
steps, 8:15 a.m.
Work Projects, 8:15 to 12:00
Maine Day Midway, behind Field
House, 12:30 to 3:00
IFC Sing, Memorial Gym, 7 p.m.

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"

INCREDIBLE
IMPOSSIBLE
UNBELIEVABLE
BUT IT COULD BE
TRUE!
"THE DAY

1964 OFFICERS

TV Program Goes
Inside ETV Studio

Tuesday, May 1
Final installment on Spring
Semester charges due
Poetry Hour, Coe Lounge,
Memorial Union, 4 p.m.
Mayoralty Parade, 6:30 p.m.
Mayoralty Speeches, Library
steps, 7 p.m., followed by
voting in the Field House
Free Dance, sponsored by the
French Club, Memorial Gym,
following voting

STARTS FRIDAY

THE EARTH
The following persons are running
for office from the class of 1964.
For President: Dennis Vogel, Lester Moran and John Howard.
For Vice President: Meg McMullen and Charlie Drew.
Those running for Secretary are
Joyce Ring and Sandra Farrar, and
candidates for Treasurer are Nancy
Bradstreet and Faith Voutour.

Monday, April 30
ROTC Review Rehearsal,
6:30 p.m.

NOW SHOWING
Through Tuesday

DeGRASSE JEWELERS
College Jewelry
Diamonds
(Expected shortly. Official U of M Class Ring
$27.95 and $29.95 plus taxes)
tut. 866-4032
38 Main St.. Orono
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Now you can have low-premium life insurance for your
whol• family, all under one policy, all paid for at th• same
Hone. Th• protection increases as your family Increases.
It oov•rs you with your choic• of a variety of perm:nerd
Itisurance plans with cash and loan values.
It coven your wife with term insurance for not more than
half the amount of insurance on your life, to a maximum
of $10,000.
It covers your children age 14 days to 18 years with
term insurance to age 25 for half the amount on your wife's
life, lesser benefits until 6 months old.
Children born or legally adopted later automatically
covered when 14 days old.
Premium is the same regardless of the number of present
and future children.
If you should die, your wife's and children's insurance
would be fully paid up.
If your wife should die, your children's insurance would

Sophia Loren
Academy .Award Winner

be fully paid up.
Ask for premium roles and easy payment plan. No
obligat;on.

Representatives:
for Best Actress

Bob Dow

CAUGHT FIRE"
in

Ayerill Black

JANET .MUNRO

4

LEO McKERN

—TWO WOMEN"

COMING MAY 4TH

Showing Daily

"STATE FAIR"

at 1:30,3:25
5:25, 7:20, 9:20

PAT BOONE
ANN-MARGRET

Richard Dansereau
Harry Leslie
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Massachusetts

••a FIT FOR AQUEEN
(KING

FOR THAT MATTER)

FREE! Be the proud owner of
the rnsst excCig sports car on campus.
Enter the NATIONAL COLLEGE QUEEN
CONTEST. It's easy. Just go to your
nearby BMC dea!er for a free application
blank fcr yourself or a friend. And for a
sample of the fun to come ask him to let
you take a SPRITE for a trial drive.
A fun-loving SPRITE is just one of the
free prizes. You, or a girl friend, can win
a tctal of $5,000. in fabulous prizes.
Others include an all•expense trip to
Europe, a $500. art-carved diamond
ring, 20 pairs of Sandler of Boston
shoes, a 10-year supply of Berkshire
hose, a $500. David Crystal wardrobe, Westinghouse appliances and a
full year's supply of Toni beauty
products.

vatrimantrm

Get

L&M gives you
MORE BODY
in the blend,
MORE FLAVOR
in the smoke,
MORE TASTE
through the filtei
It's the rich-flavo
leaf that does it!

Tydol Flying -Aright next door to campus

Orono, Maine, Apri

ACT TODAY!
Applications must be postmarked by
midnight, Monday, April 30th.

Service and Repairs

A BMC CAR

P.S. Going abroad this summer? Save money! Have more fun! Drive your own BMC cart Ask your dealer for details.

L&M's the

40
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Senior Class Presents Bear
A statue of the Maine Black Bear
is the gift of the Senior Class of the
University. The presentation was
made by Philip McCarthy, class
president, at the annual Senior Class
Dinner sponsored by the General
Alumni Association.
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Home Economics Graduates
Plan Fifth Year Of Study

New Drive On
For Hauck Fund

Three University of Maine seniors
in the School of Home Economics
A second gift campaign to raise
have accepted appointments for a
fifth year of study as dietetic in- $50,000 has been initiated by directors of the Arthur A. Hauck BuildFour hundred seniors attended terns.
ing Fund at the University of Maine,
the Dinner. Mr. Nelson B. Jones,
They are Carol Olsen of Falit was announced Wednesday by
class advisor, was presented a gift mouth, Maril
yn Silva of Waterville
of golf clubs and irons.
and Margaret Swallow of Oakfield. Hazen H. Ayer '24 of Boston, gifts
President Lloyd H. Elliott was
chairman.
guest speaker for the evening. SpeakThe Dingoes and Steiners pro- All three are majors in institutional
The funds will insure the conmanagement and will begin their
ing for the Alumni Association were vided musical entertainm
ent
struction of the Arthur A. Hauck
Dr. T. Russell Woolley, Executive the class in singing the Stein and led internships in September.
Auditorium as a memorial to PresiSong at
Director; Miss Margaret Mollison, the close of the Dinner.
Dr. Jane Crow, director of the dent Emeri
tus Hauck, Ayer stated.
Assistant Director; and Mr. Alvin S.
School of Home Economics, an- The estim
ated
cost of the auditoriMcNeilly, President of the Alumni
nounced that a fourth internship um is
$900,000.
Association.
had
been granted to a graduate
There are people who make things
To date, $490,000 has been constudent, Mrs. Patricia Kittredge tributed
Officers of the class for the next happen, peopl
to the Fund by alumni,
e
who
watch things Hagan of Oron
two years were elected from a slate
o and Calais. Mrs. friends, faculty, and
happ
en,
students of the
and
peopl
e
who
don't know Hagan was graduated in 1961 and
presented by the Nomination ComUniversity. Of this amount, $290,000
is now taking graduate courses and was used
mittee from the class. Elected were anything happened.
to finance completion of
working for University Food Ser- the
Philip McCarthy, president; Linwood
second floor of the Memorial
—(Reader's Digest) vices.
Union Building, leaving $200,000 to
be used towards the construction of
the auditorium, scheduled to begin
this summer.
Trustees of the University have
voted a $500,000 self-liquidating
It.,#astr
lot
loan for the construction.
A new University Store Company
bookstore will be constructed beneath the auditorium, Ayer said.
Net worth of the store company,
prior to University ownership, was
approximately $200,000, making
available added funds for the auditorium.
Some 9,000 persons already have
contributed to the Fund, Ayer said.
Billings, vice president; Mildred
Simpson, secretary; and Sarah Kennett, treasurer.

r:bei*

0 Which would take more courage?

1

Senate Nominates
1962-'63 Officers
The Student Senate nominated the
following students to run for Senate
offices on May 1, 1962:
For President, Leroy Lambert and
Greg Shapiro; for Vice President,
Norman "Bud" French and Clem
McGillicuddy; for Secretary, Ginny
Lou Bellinger and Barbara Day; and
for Treasurer, Adrienne Christakos
and Marjorie McGraw.
In addition, a candidate may be
nominated by a petition of 10% of
the student body. No more than
50% of these petitioners may come
from one class.
At the last Senate meeting, the
student body came within six votes
of losing their right to vote for
Senate officers.
"Lack of student Interest" was
the basis for argument by those senators in favor of the proposed revision which would give the Senate
the right to elect its own officers.
An interested student body could
really knock the wind out of this
argument by simply casting votes in
the up-coming election. Of course,
a goal somewhat higher than our
usual 25% participation would have
to be attained, but people have been
known to do strange things when
their right of self-government is
threatened.
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o "Smoked around" till I found it
D Stuck with the one I started with

Get Lots More from EM
L&M gives you
MORE BODY
in the blend,
MORE FLAVOR
in the smoke,
MORE TASTE
through the filter.
It's the rich-flavor
leaf that does it!

Here's deodorant protection
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L&M's the filter cigarette for people who
really like to smoke.

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spic

e Stick Deodorant...,Iastest, neatest way to nit.
day, ercry day protection! It's the
active deodorant for
act t 1 c rticn ...absolutely dependable
. Glide

s on smoothly.
spec,11 I) ..dries in record time. Old Spice
Stick Deodorant
— mo,t convenient, most economical deodo
rant money can
bu) 1.00 plus tax.
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Bears Tip B.C.
Trackmen

BEAR FACTS
With teams jockeying for position in the major leagues early in the season, it becomes a favorite sport of baseball fans to participate in a little
"crystal ball gazing." Each loyal follower of a professional ball club laboriously looks into the future and makes a "calculated" prediction as to which
teams will be in the world series.
Sports columnists are extremely vulnerable to "crystal ball fever" and
it seems that their only purpose in making pre-season predictions is to
gain attention to their columns.
They appear to make guesses without rhyme or reason, with each
columnist trying to be a little more radical than the next. Tom Meany's prediction that the Boston Red Sox will finish 2nd is just short of fantastic.
UP THE MIDDLE
It is quite difficult to predict the outcome of anything in this day and
age, and quite impossible to say anything definite about something an arbitrary and closely contested as baseball. Our national sport is a game of
inches as the old saying goes, and where one year a team will win countless
one-run games, the following year can very well show a complete reversal.
However risky long range predictions may be, judgment of a
team's strength can be calculated quite reliably by taking a look at
bow well endowed the club is "up the middle.
The middle, or heart of the team is catching, pitching, shortstop, and
centerfield. and the depth. hitting. and fielding in these positions determines
team potential.

MacPhee Takes
Three FirstsSets New Mark
Pete MacPhee paced the University of Maine track team as it
2
1
upset favored Boston College 72/
2 last Thursday in the Patriots
1
to 62/
Day meet.
MacPhee was a questionable starter due to a knee injury incurred during the indoor season but he showed
no affects of it as he tied the University record with a 9.8 performance in the 100 yard dash. He also
went on to win in the 220 and the
220 low hurdles to become Maine's
high point man.

U Conn Sweeps Maine
Nine Twice:7- 3,2Black Bear hopes of a Yankee
Conference championship received
a severe jolt this weekend from back
to back defeats at the hands of
UConn. The Friday afternoon game
saw Maine grab a 3-0 lead in the
third inning on Dave Gaw's triple
only to see it disappear beneath 5
Husky runs in the bottom of the
frame.
WALKS AND ERROR HURT
Three walks surrendered by Livesey and an error were sandwiched
between a disastrous three run
double by Bruce Roberts to turn
the tide in favor of UConn. A homer by shortstop Gaffrey of Con-

EXAMPLE OF FORMULA
The University of Maine team can be used as a case in point. In the
catching department Ron Marks is a very good receiver, and although he is
hitting only a modest .250 his slugging percentage is high, and he has the
ability to get on base and score, as his leadership in runs scored points out.
Depth was a question mark but Bob Leberge has proven himself capable
of taking over the duties at any time by his fine 4 innings turned in at
Rhody 2 weekends ago. Catching is adequately strong.

SHORTSTOP PLEASANT SURPRISE
The job of a shortstop is to hold the infield together with stellar defensive play and Connie Nisbet has done just that. With a team that usually
gets its share of hits but doesn't have a long-ball hitting powerhouse, the
ability of the shortstop will mean the difference between winning or losing
one-run games.
Maine won both games with Rhody by timely hitting and good defensive play, especially by Nisbet.
CENTERF1ELD STRONG
As was expected, Bill I esey again this year has swung a solid mace.
3d fielder, good hitter, and strong arm rolled into one player roaming
:enter pasture would appear to be a manager's dream. The fact that
Livesey is also a good pitcher clouds up the issue a bit.
His pitching necessitates platooning at CF when Bill is hurling.
At first it appeared that this could be a problem. but by mo%ing l'hil
Morse, Skip Chappelle. Da‘e Gaw and now Lenns MacPhee around
in the outfield things base worked out quite well. The Maine team as
a whole hit quite well but with not too much power. Defense will
prose the difference between a winning and losing season if pitching
holds up. a- is expected.
APOLOGY IN ORDER
Miscues aren't always made on the playing field. Our Bears didn't
make anything even resembling a bobble in the Rhody doubleheader, contrary to the account in last week's edition of the Campus.

Maine pole vaulter clears the bar in last week-end's B.C. meet.
Several other records were set in
the distance events by BC runners.
The distance events are usually a
strong point of Maine but the outstanding performances turned in
by Larry Rawson and Jim Owens
were too much for the Bears. Rawson won both the mile and two mile
but was challenged all the way by
Maine's standout, Mike Kimball,
who took seconds in both events.
Rawsons time in the mile was
4:14.3. a new field and meet record
while his 9:38 in the two mile was
a new meet mark.
Versatile George Desnoyers was
the high point man for the Eagles.
He posted firsts in the shot put and
hammer over Bill Blood of Maine.
Blood took first in the discus. Desnoyers also took third in the javelin
and tied for third in the high jump.
Barron Hicken, who is just getting over a pulled muscle placed
first in the high hurdles and third
in the low hurdles.
Maine won the meet without the
services of captain Keith Stewart
and high point man Dick Nason.
Stewart will probably be ready for
the meet with UNH next Saturday
but Nason will be out for the season.

I

MacPhee

Golf SkTdod Picked
Ten men will represent the University of Maine in golf competition
this spring, coach Brian McCall said
Monday.
Members of the squad are:
Bob Birchenough, junior, Slingerlands. N. Y.; Browne Goodwin, senior. Brewer; Dave Howe, junior,
South Portland; Alan Leathers,
sophomore, Orrington; Frank Moxon, junior. Pittsfield. Mass.; Terry
Nelson. junior. Dover-Foxcroft;
Russell Prosser. senior, Old Orchard
Beach; Peter Solhein ,junior, Albany, N. Y.: Gary Symonds, junior,
Casco; and William Whitmore, junior, Pittsfield.
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Former
Woman
Banquet

UCONN PITCHING AGAIN
TOUGH
In the Saturday afternoon game
Maine again ran into tough pitching and clutch defensive work by
the Connecticut outfield. The only
runs of the game were singletons
chalked up by UConn in the fourth
and sixth innings. The troublesome
Roberts, a native of Saco, Maine,
figured in both of the runs. He
doubled and scored on a single by
Jim Bell in the fourth. He singled in
the sixth, moved to third on a onebase blow by Frank Biondi, and
scored when Pete Henderson balked
toward first base.

Mrs. Beryl N
Baltimore. Mar
guest speaker
Women banquet
Estabrooke Hall
former All Mair
versity of Mair
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Morgan State C
Mrs. Williams
her of communi
the Metropolitar
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Maryland Leaf
Clubs.
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Maine Women
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ship, and a willir
sponsibility. It i!
scholastic honor
Maine woman c
Junior girls
tapped informal
Clark, Linda 3
galls, Elaine Mu]

PITCHING TIGHTENS
The Bears missed golden opportunities in the seventh and eighth
innings but Parmalee, who didn't
walk a man in the game, was able
to squirm out of both jams.
Third baseman Rick Gianetti f
UConn made two fielding errors in
the seventh but Maine couldn't get
the timely hit and lost their chance
to score.
In the eighth. Dave Thompson,
Nisbet, and Livesey all singled but
Parmalee was equal to the task and
got Ranzoni on a grounder and
Marks on a foul pop to end the
threat.

Anxi
Retir

HENDERSON PITCHES WELL
Pete Henderson hurled well
enough to win. He went the route
walking one and allowing only seven hits, one a double, and struck
out one. Although Maine had men
on base most of the time, the key
hit just didn't come.
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Outdoor Angle
By DICK STAIGER

Wardens across the state have reported increases in fishing pressure
and fish. The ice is out over much
of the state and things are beginning
to happen.
The past weekend both fisherman
and fish started moving. On Friday
Frank Gramlich and Ben Florence
took off for Green Lake to try their
luck. They landed one 16 inch salmon and saw many others taken.
Tom Edge and several other
Chi anglers went to Grand
Lambda
Phi Kap earned the right to go
Lake Stream and were quite sucagainst Phi Eta for the fraternity cessful. The group took a dozen
Indoor Softball Championship by trout from 8 to 10 inches. They also
heating a spirited Phi Mu club 2-1. had a good catch of smelts. They
Dunn 1 turned hack Gannett 1 for said they could have taken twice
the dormitory semi-finals 12-6.
their limit without any trouble at
In other fraternity action Phi all.
Jon Anderson reported that VerEta in its climb to the semi-finals
beat Alpha Gam 26-10, Lambda Chi mont was also a productive area.
21-2, and Phi Gam 25-5. Phi Gam He took six walleyed pike from 17
knocked off Delta Tau 5-2 in the to 26 inches long from the Missisquarter finals. Phi Mu defeated quoi River.
Others tried but were not so
SAE 22-9 and Sigma Chi 16-3 before losing to Phi Kap 2-1. Sigma well rewarded. Bruce Hartford
Chi beat Sigma Nu 8-4 before losing and Tony Yuodsnukii of Alpha
to Phi Mu in the quarter finals. Cam went out toward }lowland,
TKE bested TEP 9-3 before their and for their efforts received a
glorious 7 inch brook trout. Ron
loss to Phi Kap.

Phi Kap, Phi Eta To Go
For Indoor Softball
Fraternity Crown

Pole Maerhee crosses the tape first in the 220-,ard
went on to take two more firsts in th B.C. track meet.

ol. LXIII

CLUTCII THROW
Bill Livesey doubled in the sixth
inning but was nipped at the plate
in a close play when he tried to
score from second on Ranzoni's
single. The perfect strike was uncorked by Roberts who had already
done enough damage with his bat.

DEPTH IN PITCHING BUT UNPROVEN
Pete Henderson and Bill Livesey are both proven starters and will
win their share with good support. Bill Thomas is a better than average
relief pitcher, but depth is sketchy beyond this point. George Bartlett has
shown flashes of sharpness in the past and on a given day is definitely tough
competition.
Righthanders Dolloff and Macdonald and lefthanders Haskell and
Warren have yet to prove themselves. Improvement and ability will progress
with experience. Pitching shows depth but inexperience.

necticut, and Roberts' run-scoring
single in the seventh put the game
out of reach.
Bill Livesey was plagued with
wildness during the game and yielded six walks while striking out
only one batter. His rival pitcher,
Jones, didn't allow a pass and
fanned four men.
In the Saturday afternoon game
Maine again ran into tough pitching and clutch defensive work by
the Connecticut outfield.

Mallett tried his luck out along
the counts road and did about a.
well taking only two small
brookies which he released.
Phil Andrews reported that the
Ornithology class made its annual
trip to Swan Island last Saturday.
This island offers a good look at
some of the resident and migrant
waterfowl of this area. They saw
an estimated 6-8000 Canada geese
and many ducks. Pintails and
Shovelers were among those noted.
Deer were also plentiful on this
restricted island. If you want some
pictures or if the words of pessimists have you discouraged concerning waterfowl, take a trip to
Swan Island.
A DISHEARTENING NOTE
The statistics on hunting accidents for 1961 have been compiled. Sixty persons were accidentally shot and 14 of these accidents
were fatal. The cause most often
given was that the victim was
"mistaken for game." Sixteen
people shot and 9 killed because
the "hunter" couldn't tell the difference between a man and a
game animal. Very poor!

WINO
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